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Bidding Adieu Ceremony Class XII 2022-23 
 

 
A solemn Bidding Adieu Ceremony for the outgoing batch of class XII students 2022-23 was conducted on 17th 

February 2023 to bless the students and wish them good luck for their future endeavors. The ceremonious day 

was a delightful nostalgic reminiscence devoted to all the years spent together in school. Class XII students 

reverently seeked the blessings of God Almighty by rendering of soulful prayer. 

The ceremony  witnessed the ceremonial address of respected Madam Principal who generously imparted her 

wisdom, blessings, affection on students guiding them to tread the rightful path as torchbearers. She expressed 

her desire to see all the cecilian passouts at greatest heights of success. Madam Principal commended the 

outgoing class XII Batch for smoothly taking on responsibilities and setting a remarkable example for their 

juniors. 

An encouraging talk was delivered by school counselor to give helpful advice and tips on how to fare well and 

accomplish their aspirations. Senior wing Coordinator shared all necessary CBSE guidelines and exam 

instructions with the students. Class teachers of class XII 2022-23 concluded the ceremony by wishing students 

immense happiness and success in all their future endeavours. They inspired them to leave an indelible mark 

on society and make their school proud. Head Boy Harsh and Head Girl Devanshi expressed their gratitude on 

behalf of all class XII students to their alma mater, Madam Principal and teachers. 

“Try not to be only a person of success, but rather be a person of value” on behalf of school management 

Chairman Sir, Director Sir and Madam Manager – the students were blessed and wished good luck by Madam 

Principal. The ceremony proceeded with memento presentation to students and refreshments with the wish 

that they fare well in life. The school bid their beloved class XII a warm goodbye and wished them good luck for 

upcoming CBSE exams. 

When you reach the zenith of your career, We hope you will always remember your roots, family and your 

school. The words of knowledge are synonymous to prosperity, health and success for class XII students. 

All the best for future accomplishments and CBSE exams !! 


